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ABSTRACT

Conventionally, equalizers are applied when reproducing audio signals in rooms, to reduce coloration and effect
of room resonances. Another approach, filtering audio signals with an inverse of the room impulse response
(RIR), can theoretically eliminate the effect of the room in one point. But practical issues arise, such as impaired
sound at other positions, a need to update when RIRs change, and loudspeaker-challenging signals. A technique is
presented, which modifies the time-frequency envelopes (spectrogram) of audio signals, such that the corresponding
spectrogram in the room is more similar to the original signal’s spectrogram, i.e. room effect is attenuated. The
proposed technique has low sensitivity on RIR and listener position changes.

1 Introduction

When sound is reproduced in rooms, it arrives at a
listener position spectrally and temporally modified.
Some effects of early reflections and reverb are desir-
able for music reproduction, such as increased spatial
impression [1]. Other effects are undesirable, such as
excessive coloration from early reflections [2], mask-
ing from the reverberant decay [3], and overly slow
reverberant decay at resonance frequencies. Usually
rooms in private homes are not sufficiently acoustically
treated and the undesirable room effects weigh high.
This motivates adaptation of audio signals to rooms in
a way to reduce the undesirable effects.

A simple way of adapting audio signals to rooms is the
use of an equalizer to modify the magnitude spectrum

of the signal, such that at listening position(s) spec-
tral distortions are reduced. Minimum phase paramet-
ric equalizers [4] are suitable for this task, preventing
pre-echoes and being computationally efficiently im-
plementable as digital infinite-impulse-response (IIR)
filters [5].

But the strategy on how to determine the equalization
curve can be complex. Shall a single sweet spot be
optimized or an average over multiple positions [6,
7]? What are reasonable limits in spectral detail and
equalization gain [8, 9]?

Acoustic treatment reduces a need for equalization.
Also, loudspeaker and listening positions can be op-
timized to reduce spectral variation due to the room
[8, 7, 10].
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A more complex way of adapting audio signals
to rooms is to filter them with the inverse of the
loudspeaker-sweetspot room impulse response (RIR).
In theory, this approach eliminates the room effect en-
tirely in one point. RIRs are changing constantly as
temperature and humidity is changing [11]. Any move-
ment of a person in the room also gives rise to RIR
changes. Thus, an inverse filter has to be adapted all
the time, which is unpractical. Determination of more
robust and magnitude-limited inverse filters, allowing
some inversion error, has been the topic of many inves-
tigations, e.g. [12, 13]. An inherent limitation of all
approaches based on filter-inversion is, that they essen-
tially only work in the sweetspot. At other positions,
sound is more colored and reverberated than without
inverse filtering.

Also, with inverse RIR filtering, the loudspeaker repro-
duces highly modified signals, potentially leading to an
increase in harmonic and modulation distortions [14].

RIR filtering can be designed to achieve a less am-
bitious goal, e.g. inverting the minimum phase com-
ponent of RIR [15] and shortening RIR at modal fre-
quencies [16]. But also these approaches are highly
dependent on listening position.

x
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(a)
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Fig. 1: (a) A loudspeaker reproducing signal x which
arrives at the listening position as signal y. (b)
Ideal corresponding reproduction, eliminating
effect of the room.

In the following, we are motivating the approach pro-
posed in this paper. Figure 1(a) illustrates a setup repro-
ducing signal x, which arrives at the listening position
as signal y = h ? x (x filtered with the corresponding
RIR).

An ideal sound reproduction with inverse-RIR-filtering
is illustrated in Figure 1(b). The inverse-RIR-filtered
signal h−1 ? x is given to the loudspeaker and the corre-
sponding listening position signal is x, i.e. there is no
room effect.
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Fig. 2: (a) A reverb suppressor applied to signal with
room effect y yields a signal x̂ with reduced
room effect. (b) The proposed method applies
a suppressor to signal x prior to reproduction
with the goal that the corresponding signal at
the listener position ˆ̂x has reduced room effect.

As mentioned above, this approach is highly sensitive
to RIR and listener position changes. Consider the
setup shown in Figure 2(a). If a time-frequency adap-
tive reverb suppressor [17, 18, 19, 20] is applied to the
listener position signal y, a signal with reduced room
effect x̂ is generated. A main challenge and limiting
factor for performance of reverb suppressors is esti-
mation of the reverb [21, 22, 23, 24] to be suppressed.
The reverb suppressor used here is expected to work
well, since the RIR can be measured and reverb is thus
known.

The characteristics of the reverb (direct-to-reverberant
ratio, reverberation time) are changing much less as
one changes the listener position than the waveform
details of the RIR. Thus a reverb suppressor optimized
for the listening position gives useful results in a larger
listening area than RIR-inversion.

On the other hand, the setup of Figure 2(a) is not useful
for listening, since it is not possible to apply reverb
suppression before sound enters the listener’s ears.
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Therefore, we are considering the setup shown in Fig-
ure 2(b). A time-frequency adaptive suppressor is ap-
plied to signal x before it is given to the loudspeaker.
The suppressor shall operate such that the correspond-
ing listener position signal ˆ̂x has reduced room effect.
The reverb suppressor used in Figure 2(a) is not di-
rectly suitable, since signal x has the room reverb not
yet added. The reverb is added later as x travels through
the room to the listener position. This paper is about
the design of this suppressor, applied to signals before
given to loudspeakers.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed suppressor based on “spectrogram inver-
sion”. Computation of the spectrogram inversion filters,
based on measured RIRs, is described in Section 3. The
proposed techniques are illustrated with a music signal
and a measured living room RIR in Section 4. Section
5 discusses equalizing versus proposed processing, sen-
sitivity to listener position, stereo audio reproduction,
and informal testing. Conclusions are in Section 6.

2 Optimizing Audio Signals for Room
Reproduction

2.1 RIR Spectrogram Inversion

Consider an audio signal x which is reproduced over a
loudspeaker in a room. The corresponding signal y at a
specific listening position is

y(n) = h(n)? x(n) , (1)

where n is a time index, h is a room impulse response
(RIR), and ? is linear convolution. The time index
n relates to time in seconds by n/ fs, where fs is the
sampling frequency of the time discrete signals.

A signal x in a short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
domain is denoted X(k, i), where k and i are time and
frequency indices. Indices k and i relate to time in
seconds and frequency in Hertz, respectively, by kH/ fs
and i fs/F , where H and F are STFT hopsize and FFT
size, respectively.

The power spectra (spectrograms) of x, y, and h are

PX (k, i) = |X(k, i)|2

PY (k, i) = |Y (k, i)|2

PH(k, i) = |H(k, i)|2 . (2)
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Fig. 3: Spectrograms of (a) loudspeaker signal PX , (b)
listener position signal PY , (c) RIR PH , and (d)
estimated spectrogram at listener position PH ?
PX .

The RIR spectrogram PH(k, i) is causal, i.e. PH(k, i)= 0
for k < 0. Panels (a) to (c) in Figure 3 show example
signal and RIR spectrograms.

The spectrogram of y can be approximated by

PY (k, i)≈ PH(k, i)?PX (k, i) , (3)

where ? is convolution with respect to k. Figure 3(d)
shows an example of estimated PY . For the purpose of
designing the proposed suppressor, we found that the
spectrogram approximation (3) is sufficiently precise1.

The inverse spectrogram P−1
H is defined such that

P−1
H (k, i)?PH(k, i) = PH(k, i)?P−1

H (k, i) = δ (k) , (4)

where δ is the Kronecker-Delta. When instead of x, a
signal x′ with spectrogram

PX ′(k, i) = P−1
H (k, i)?PX (k, i) , (5)

is reproduced, then the corresponding spectrogram at
listener position PY ′ (3) approximates PX .

1We are using a listener position spectrogram estimation filter
PH , directly derived from the corresponding RIR (2). This method
gives useful PH filters which reasonably approximate spectrograms
at listener positions from loudspeaker signal spectrograms. It may
be possible to compute PH for approximating listener position spec-
trograms more precisely, e.g. determining PH as least-mean-squares
estimators.
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Fig. 4: (a) Example RIR spectrogram PH at one fre-
quency and (b) its inverse P−1

H .

Figure 4 shows for purpose of example a RIR spec-
trogram PH at one frequency and its inverse P−1

H , cor-
responding to a reverberation time of RT60 = 0.6 s.
Using these, the data in Figure 5 has been computed.
Panel (a) shows an example of loudspeaker signal spec-
trogram PX at 2 kHz and corresponding listener position
spectrogram PY . The middle panel shows the modified
loudspeaker signal spectrogram PX ′ (8) and the corre-
sponding listener position spectrogram PY ′ . It can be
seen that PY ′ = PH ?PX ′ is equal to PX , as desired.

Note that PX ′ can be negative, meaning that negative
signal power would need to be reproduced to achieve
spectrogram PX at the listener position. All that can
be done at such a time and frequency, is, to emit zero
signal power.

Signal x′ is computed in the STFT domain as

X ′(k, i) =W (k, i)X(k, i) , (6)

where W are the time-frequency adaptive gains of the
suppressor 2,

W (k, i) = max

{
Pβ

X ′(k, i)

Pβ

X (k, i)
, 10

L
10

}
, (7)

2In noise suppression literature W is denoted “gainfilter”.
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Fig. 5: (a) Loudspeaker and listener position power PX
and PY ; (b) modified PX ′ , corresponding PY ′ ,
and target (PX ); (c) same as (b) but using an
attenuation limit of L =−10 dB.

L is an attenuation limit in dB, and β controls the ag-
gressivity of the suppression [25]. Here and in the
following we use L =−10 dB and β = 1.

The spectrogram of signal x′ (6), computed with the
attenuation limit L, is

PX ′, L(k, i) = max
{

PX ′(k, i), PX (k, i)10
L
10

}
. (8)

The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the loudspeaker
PX ′, L with L =−10 dB and corresponding listener po-
sition PY ′, L, which now slightly deviates from PX .

Purposely an extreme transient case of signal x has been
chosen for the data shown in Figure 5. The same data
for a less extreme case is shown in Figure 6. Here, with
attenuation limit, Panel (c), PY ′, L is virtually identical
to PX .

2.2 Target RIR

The target RIR spectrogram does not have to be unity,
as above considered. Other targets PH ′ may be used.
For example

PH ′(k, i) =

{
PH(k, i) if k ≤ round( kHτ

fs
)

0 otherwise
, (9)
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Fig. 6: (a) Loudspeaker and listener position power PX
and PY ; (b) modified PX ′ , corresponding PY ′ ,
and target (PX ); (c) same as (b) but using an
attenuation limit of L =−10 dB.

contains early reflections up to τ seconds.

The spectrogram filter PI removing reverberation be-
yond τ in PH , i.e.

PI ?PH = PH ′ , (10)

is
PI = P−1

H (k, i)?PH ′(k, i) . (11)

When a signal x′ with spectrogram

PX ′(k, i) = PI(k, i)?PX (k, i) , (12)

is reproduced, then the spectrogram at listener position
(3) is approximately equal to PH ′(k, i) ?PX , i.e. only
reverb beyond τ seconds is attenuated.

Figure 7 shows an example of PH , PH ′ , and PI . The
example of Figure 5 is shown again with τ = 30 ms in
Figure 8, also corresponding to the responses in Figure
7.

3 RIR Spectrogram Modeling and
Inversion

3.1 Modeling

When requiring that PH should be inverted with a causal
filter, then P−1

H is in many cases instable, i.e. its impulse
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(b)

Fig. 7: Example (a) RIR spectrogram PH at one fre-
quency, (b) RIR target PH ′ , and (c) PI .

response magnitude grows with time. Non-causal P−1
H

are more stable but require delay in the signal process-
ing.

Precise inversion of PH goes against the goal of opti-
mizing sound over a larger listening area. Therefore,
at the cost of being less effective at an optimal listen-
ing point we model RIR spectrograms without detailed
early reflection pattern. In this sense, the spectrogram
of a RIR is modeled as

PH(k, i) = δ (k)(1−g)+grk , (13)

with

g = 10
G
10

r = 10
−60kH

10 fsRT60 , (14)

where G is reverb gain in dB and RT60 is reverberation
time. The top panel of Figure 4 shows an example PH
with G =−4 dB and RT60 = 0.6 s.

The inverse of (13) is causal,

P−1
H (k, i) =


1 if k = 0
−gr if k = 1
P−1

H (k−1, i)(1−g)r if k > 1
. (15)

The corresponding inverse of the example shown in the
top panel of Figure 4 is shown in the bottom panel.
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Fig. 8: (a) Loudspeaker PX , target PH ′(k, i) ?PX , and
listener position PY ; (b) modified PX ′ , corre-
sponding PY ′ , and target (PH ′(k, i) ? PX ), (c)
same as (b) but using an attenuation limit of
L =−10 dB.

3.2 Inversion

The goal is to find a filter PI (11), which effectively
attenuates the tail of a measured PH . This filter PI
is then applied to the audio signal spectrogram PX to
obtain the suppressor target spectrogram PX ′ (12), from
which the suppressor gains W (7) are computed.

PI is computed based on a modeled RIR (13) with
parameters early reflections time τ (9), reverb gain G,
and reverberation time RT60. The question is, which
values of these parameters effectively attenuate the tail
of the measured PH .

In the following experiments, τ , G, and RT60 are de-
termined at each frequency i as:

1. RIRs are shifted to the left, when needed, to re-
move unnecessary delay.

2. A simple rule to determine early reflections time
τ , such that they capture a good portion of RIR
power, is

τ(i) = argmax
k

PH(k, i)kH/ fs +0.02 s . (16)

That is, τ is chosen to be 20 ms after the posi-
tion of the maximum of the RIR power at each
frequency.

3. RT60 is determined from PH using the Schroeder
method [26].

4. Using the previously determined τ and RT60, G
is determined such that the L1 norm considered
along time index k of

Pδ (k, i) = |PI(k, i)?PH(k, i)| (17)

is minimized, where |.| is the absolute value of a
number. This is implemented by comparing this
norm computed for different G in 0.1 dB steps.
The G with the smallest norm is used to model the
measured RIR spectrogram.

4 Experiments

4.1 Inversion of Measured RIR

Panel (a) in Figure 9 shows a RIR spectrogram PH of
a living room. The corresponding modeled PH (13)
is shown in Panel (b), whereas τ , G, and RT60 were
determined at each frequency as described above.

(a)
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Fig. 9: (a) Measured RIR spectrogram PH and (b) cor-
responding modeled RIR.

Panel (a) in Figure 10 shows the same measured RIR
spectrogram PH again and Panel (b) the corresponding
inverted spectrogram PI ?PH . The inverted spectrogram
has negative values. These have been set to to −30 dB
in the figure. Panel (c) shows the magnitude of these
negative values.
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Fig. 10: (a) Measured RIR spectrogram PH , (b) cor-
responding inverted spectrogram PI ?PH , (c)
magnitude of negative values of PI ?PH .

The inversion of the measured RIR based on the inverse
of a modeled RIR effectively works. The reverb decay
is clearly reduced in PI ? PH compared to PH . The
residual of the RIR tail beyond τ is expected to be zero-
mean and so obviously positive and negative values
occur.

4.2 Adapting music signal to RIR

The music signal and RIR, which were used for the data
in Figures 3, 9, and 10, were used again for generating
the data in Figure 11. The spectrogram of the music
signal PX is shown in Panel (a). The corresponding
spectrogram at the listener position PY is shown in
Panel (b). Comparing these data, the effects of the
room reverb are slower signal decays and amplified
stationary signal portions.

We are interested in the temporal features of the signals
and to make comparison in this respect clearer, we
normalized these and following spectrograms such that
their maximum at each frequency is 0 dB.

Panel (c) of Figure 11 shows the spectrogram PX ′ (8)
of the audio signal X ′ (6) adapted to the acoustic. The
time-frequency suppressor gains W (7) to generate X ′

from X are shown in Figure 12.
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Fig. 11: (a) Spectrograms of loudspeaker signal PX ,
(b) listener position signal PY , (c) modified
loudspeaker signal PX ′ , and (d) corresponding
listener position signal PY ′ .

Finally, Panel (d) of Figure 11 shows the spectrogram
at listener position when signal X ′ is reproduced by the
loudspeaker. Comparing spectrograms of Panels (b)
and (d) to the music signal spectrogram in Panel (a),
indicates that spectrogram (d) is more similar. That
is, the proposed processing reduces room effect in this
case.
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Fig. 12: Time-frequency gains W of suppressor to gen-
erate room adapted loudspeaker signal x′.

5 Discussion

5.1 Equalizing versus Proposed Suppressor

The spectrogram inversion filter PI (11) is determined
in Section 3.2 based on a normalized RIR model (13)
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(direct/early sound = 0 dB). Therefore, the proposed
processing does not modify direct/early sound level at
each frequency, but merely attenuates reverb.

Additionally, if τ is chosen such that most of the RIR
power is captured as early reflections and thus main-
tained, as the method in Section 3.2 does in most cases,
then the attenuation of the reverb tail does modify over-
all frequency response of the audio reproduction only
modestly. That is, the proposed scheme, when used like
this, can be used in addition to conventional equalizing.

5.2 Sensitivity to listener position

The proposed time-frequency adaptive suppressor pre-
processes signals such that reverb at a specific listener
position is attenuated. When the listener is moving, as
long as direct-to-reverberant ratio is not significantly
changed, the suppressor stays effective.

When the listener is moving farther away, where direct-
to-reverberant ratio is smaller, the suppressor still re-
duces reverb, just less as it would if the suppressor
would have been optimized for this case.

When the listener is closer and the direct-to-reverberant
ratio is larger, then the suppressor acts on the signal
more than necessary. When the music signal itself con-
tains reverberation, the listener will hear it as slightly
dereverberated. For dry music signals, some unnatural
modifications may occur, such as unnaturally decaying
crash cymbals.

5.3 Stereo

For stereo reproduction, the RIR spectrogram is com-
puted as the sum (of power) of left and right RIR spec-
trograms. From this data, PI is computed. The suppres-
sor gains are computed based on the sum of left and
right signal spectrograms. These gains are then applied
separately to the left and right signals.

5.4 Informal evaluations

We have tested the proposed scheme extensively, but
without yet a subjective test. After several years of
development, it runs on a DSP in a digital HiFi pream-
plifier. A measurement system supplies the needed RIR
data to the algorithm. Feedback from professionals and
ordinary listeners has been very positive. The more a
listener is trained or focused, the more he perceives the

sometimes subtle attenuation of room reverb. Most no-
ticeable, in many cases, bass becomes obviously more
precise and dry. The effect in large venues is often more
dramatic, because explicitly perceptible room reverb is
attenuated.

6 Conclusions

Equalizing can be used to reduce coloration of sound
reproduction in rooms. Besides the coloration, other
temporal room effects are not reduced by equalizing. A
time-frequency adaptive suppressor has been described,
which modifies the reproduced signal spectrogram such
that the spectrogram in the specific room is more simi-
lar to the signal spectrogram. A linear estimator, esti-
mating room signal spectrogram from original signal
spectrogram is inverted and applied to signal spectro-
gram to obtain the spectrogram that shall be reproduced.
The time-frequency adaptive suppressor modifies the
signal to be reproduced to have this spectrogram and so
reduces temporal room effects not addressed by equal-
izing.
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